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When you register, you'll have access to a sample program study planner in your Candidate
Resources that takes the amount of time remaining and divides it into days per topic based on the
number of pages to read and exam weights. I relied on this tool to direct my studies.

My mind easily wanders in a quiet room, so I've always found that this helps me focus. It can be
anything, really, but I suggest one or two songs on loop at low volume or a movie you've seen a
million times playing in the background. 

For example, if you go straight through the CFA curriculum from Ethics to Alternatives, start your
review by going back over Alternatives first. This may seem counterintuitive, but there's a method
to the madness. By reviewing what you just studied, you're more likely to get practice questions
right which builds confidence as you delve back into topics you read a while ago. You'll be solid
on subjects you read recently, and will have earlier content fresh in your mind for the exam.

If there's a concept that you just can't figure out or certain practice questions you're consistently
getting wrong, Google it. I found AnalystForum and Investopedia to be particularly helpful when
it came to some wonky tax concepts. 

We all like doing problems that we know how to do. Unfortunately, you can't assume that a
certain topic (especially one you didn't focus on) will NOT show up on the exam. Chances are, it'll
show up multiple times like it did for me. I can't say what concept it was, only that my topic level
results reflect it. 
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Use the Study Planner Tool

Background noise

Review in reverse

When in doubt, Google it

Focus on what you don't know
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I took the day off to take a mock exam, then stayed at a hotel near my testing center. The hotel
was a 15 minute walk away from the exam which gave me just enough time to review last minute
flashcards, but not too much time to panic.

This should go without saying, but the last thing you want is to have to run to the bathroom all the
way across the hall midway through the AM portion. Happened to me. Don't let it happen to you.

Knowing what to expect all day is part of the game. I wasn't familiar with the area and didn't want
to search for food or get caught in a long line. Take some of your favorite food with you. 

You don't want to lose your calculator halfway through due to battery death!

Imagine hundreds/thousands of people tapping away feverishly on their calculators (the HP-
12C can be especially noisy). Drown them out with some earplugs! Major focus booster. 

Another focus/energy booster. I took Jolly Ranchers and mints. Just make sure they're individually
wrapped (you can't take a clear baggie full of Gobstoppers into the exam, unfortunately).  

This brilliant idea popped into my head on my way home from the exam. The night of or the
morning after, grab a highlighter and your study guides and put a dot next to any concept/formula
that showed up on the exam. That way, if you didn't pass, you'll remember what appeared on the
exam and can re-study accordingly. (Just don't show anyone else these dots!)
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Pack a lunch

Bring extra batteries

Earplugs

Hard candy

Keep coffee/water to a minimum

Stay nearby the night before

Help your future self


